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Fall 2018: First Delivery

"First Delivery" includes 700 new student beds, a 600-seat multipurpose dining facility, new classrooms and 940 new parking spaces. Click here for the latest construction updates.

- Housing 1A/3B: A student residence hall that includes student life spaces and classrooms designed by Page Southerland Page.
- Housing 1B: A student residence hall that includes residential community space and classrooms designed by Mahlum Architects.
- Dining 1D: A multipurpose 600-seat dining facility, and two additional private dining rooms (25 seats and 20 seats) designed by SOM.
- Leasing Deck 1H: An "underground" shared services leasing facility for four buildings designed by SOM.

Second Delivery: Fall 2019

Fall 2019: Second Delivery

"Second Delivery" is 150,800 assignable square feet in size and includes a new wet laboratory, computational laboratory buildings with faculty offices, and an outdoor competition field. Click here for the latest construction updates.

- Lab 1A: A wet laboratory building designed by SOM that also includes a makerspace, chemical stackroom, and academic machine shop.
- Lab 2B: A dry computational laboratory and faculty office building designed by WRNS Studio, with a 290-seat lecture hall and arts-related performance lab for teaching and research.
- Research Server 2D: A research modular server located adjacent to the Central Plant and designed by Cupertino Electric that will enable electronic storage of research.
- Facility 2E: Competition Outdoor Soccer Field
Individual Pages per facility
Opportunities for input on specific facilities
Housing with Mixed-use, Student-focused Environments

COMMUNITY SPACE
The housing wings are connected by a centralized “hub” which contains lounges, game rooms, multipurpose rooms.

LIVE/LEARN: STUDENT LIFE
Meeting space and office suites for student clubs, groups and organizations on the ground floor face Academic Walk and Little Lake and create an active environment on both sides of the building.

LIVE/LEARN: ACADEMICS
Academic classrooms on the ground floor provide a destination for students and the campus community.
Resources and Contact Information

merced2020.ucmerced.edu
  • Program Details, Renderings and Construction Updates

Progress Updates

Twitter:  @UCMerced_2020

Email

rcummings2@ucmerced.edu
construction2020@ucmerced.edu